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Safe Environment Training
Lesson and Background

Grades 9-12
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND FOR THE CATECHIST

Main Points for Safe Environment Training for Children Curriculum Gr. K-12:
1. We are made in the image and likeness of God.
2. Our bodies are special because they are Temples of the Holy Spirit.
3. No one should touch us in a way that makes us feel uncomfortable, particularly in the places

normally covered by a swimsuit.
4. If someone does touch us in a way that makes us feel uncomfortable, we should have

someone to whom we can go to get it to stop.

Specific Essential Background for Grades 9-12 Curriculum:
Having built a foundation on these four points in grades K-8, the curriculum for grades 9-12 helps
youth come to an understanding of the difference between love and use/abuse. Youth are often made
to feel loved, beautiful, important, and special (increasingly by online predators) and often do not
recognize, until after they have been harmed, that they have become a target of someone who only
wished to use/abuse. Helping youth distinguish between love and use/abuse can make them more
aware of ways to protect themselves from becoming a target of use/abuse. Please note that, as you
explore the concepts of love and lust/abuse, the objective of this lesson is to help youth protect
themselves from becoming a target of the use/abuse of another. Causing youth to discern their own
moral actions regarding love and abuse may be an unintended consequence of some activities, but it
is not the objective nor is it within the scope of this lesson.

All of the material with white background  is essential information that should be covered by each
parish/school.

The information in the gray boxes will offer greater meaning for the essential information, place the
essential information in the context of Catholic teaching, offer options and alternatives, and provide
answers to activities. It is recommended that the material in the gray boxes be used when not already
covered as part of your regular faith formation offerings. However, the information is provided as
additional material and can be used or modified as best suited to the needs of the parish/school.

Note that the additional material in the gray boxes is largely based on concepts from the Theology of
the Body. Therefore, you are welcome (and encouraged) to incorporate the material found below into
your already-existing curriculum.

A Google Slide presentation of this material is available by clicking on the link below and making a
copy. When you make a copy, you are able to edit the presentation to best fit your needs. Like the
material below, the essential slides have white text boxes. The optional slides have gray text boxes.
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AHGb6kkg5sLvuv6nfceqbkLUapNsIQ2leYFExBTRbu4/copy
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES TO PREPARE STUDENTS FOR LEARNING

Creation Sort Signs:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3p-oyrM3pimTPlRXZNmmzocRATq_m35pahfLUAsZbs/copy
Creation Sort Google Jamboard:
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1ZzWQzd_ZouFQHGArA9ZrPzuldNv2DOQ8uOWLNDreBZA/copy
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OPTION ACTIVITY TO SHARE THE MAIN IDEA OF THE LESSON
(A Truth that’s Worth Proclaiming!)
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EXPLAINING THE LESSON

Define Love and Use/Abuse
Help youth understand the difference between love and use/abuse using the points below. You may
wish to make two columns on the board (one titled “Love” and the other titled “Use/Abuse”) and insert
the points below under each column. (See the slides for a sample.) REMINDER: The objective of this
activity is to help youth protect themselves from becoming a target of the use/abuse of another.
Causing youth to discern their own moral actions regarding love and abuse may be an unintended
consequence, but it is not the objective.

● Love
○ Love desires the good of the other.
○ Love expresses itself through a Gift-of-Self.

■ That Gift-of-Self can be expressed in actions of both giving to another and
receiving from another.

● In giving, we give something of ourselves without expecting anything in
return.

● In receiving, we receive a gift with an expression of gratitude (whether we
“like” the gift or not) because receiving the gift in a gracious manner
makes the giver of the gift happy. Gracious reception of a gift thus
becomes a gift — a Gift-of-Self. (Note: While the reception of love is a
Gift-of-Self, use/abuse should not be received. It should be rejected by
saying NO, getting away, and getting help.)

● Use/abuse
○ Use/abuse seeks self-gratification (gift to self).
○ Use/abuse gives in order to receive something from the other.
○ Use/abuse makes the giver feel obligated to meet the receiver’s expectations/desires

through control; manipulation; coercion; and/or instilling fear of harm, rejection, or other
negative consequences.

○ Use/abuse is a result of Original Sin. As a result of Original Sin everyone is tempted by
and prone to the sins of use/abuse.

○ Use/abuse should NOT be received the way that love is. It should be rejected by saying
NO, getting away, and getting help.
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Assess Understanding of the Difference between Love and Use/Abuse
Ask students to determine if the situations below describe a body that is expressing love or a body
that is expressing use/abuse. Move through these quickly. Note that motive/situation/persons involved
(such as young children) will sometimes determine the difference between love and use/abuse, so
accept alternative answers if the student can explain the answer.
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APPLYING THE INFORMATION

Protecting Yourself Activity
Help students understand ways they can protect themselves from becoming a target of use/abuse (in
addition to the optional modesty presentation in the gray box above) using the worksheet that can be
accessed by clicking on the link below and making a copy.
PLEASE NOTE: It should be emphasized that victims of use/abuse are NOT to be blamed for the
use/abuse whether they have employed/engaged in certain behaviors or not. Walking alone at
night in a dark alley, texting nude photos, or failing to say NO to abuse out of fear or confusion may
be unwise choices that put a person more at risk. Yet none of these actions make the victim of abuse
deserving of blame. (See the quotes on the worksheet for additional content.)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v3650uZ1mHoyHagZkIAWDPlvxVde2yN0hoXPd0qVqo0/copy
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Sexual Abuse and Assault: Fact or Myth Quiz
Explain that understanding the facts behind sexual abuse and assult can keep you safe.
Read/Discuss/Share the Sexual Abuse and Assault: Fact or Myth Quiz. This quiz, with answers
included, is available in one of the following formats:

● Google Doc: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Nl0tk-F2erD6q74IJ_egeosPdmu5_nIubA0gQzPKwcg/copy
● PDF: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TgAazwryyBk5FOwwh-2LXD5L9heTOO8H/view?usp=sharing
● Electronically as Google Form Quiz:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Z-RPeq4ou-TutGs_U1V52hK_CeawlvRXYz8F4yoCGnA/copy

Reporting Abuse
Share and discuss the handout with information about what to do if they or someone they know
experiences abuse or assault of any kind. Access the handout by clicking the following link and
making a copy: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J4ER8WJWx49m5o7K8nbaDZneAalEfmAqAC6MeoYA9js/copy

OPTIONAL CELEBRATION WITH PRAYER

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JACGeyMCg_KHdZSxz6EOTo1dPca3S71xp9I_8jZp_do/copy

Additional SETFC Media Resources:
For additional resources, contact the Education Resource Center (ERC) at 563-556-2580 (X214) or
dbqcmed1@dbqarch.org.
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